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Complete each analogy from the word list below. 

1. Talk is to mouth as listen is to _________________.

2. Tiger is to stripes as leopard is to _________________.

3. Yellow is to banana as red is to _________________.

4. Kitten is to cat as _________________ is to dog.

5. Drop is to rain as _________________ is to snow.

6. Water is to _________________ as snow is to sledding.

7. _________________ is to car as sky is to airplane.

8. Cereal is to _________________ as spaghetti is to dinner.

9. Soccer is to _________________ as volleyball is to hand.

10. _________________ is to day as moon is to night.

11. Fur is to bear as _________________ are to bird.

12. Apple is to fruit as _________________ is to vegetable.

Analogies

ear
broccoli
spots

apple
breakfast
swimming

road
sun
flake

foot
puppy

feathers
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Complete each analogy from the word list below. 

1. Sorrow is to sad as _________________ is to happy.

2. Money is to bank as books are to _________________.

3. Read is to book as _________________ is to song.

4. Bird is to fly as rabbit is to _________________.

5. Engineer is to train as _________________ is to airplane.

6. Pencil is to _________________ as scissors are to cut.

7. Hammer is to _________________ as screwdriver is to screw.

8. _________________ is to dog as meow is to cat.

9. Oven is to _________________ as bathtub is to bathroom.

10. Finger is to hand as _________________ is to foot.

11. Shout is to loud as _________________ is to quiet.

12. Rock is to hard as _________________ is to soft.

Analogies

joy
library
sing

pilot
write
nail

woof
kitchen

hop

toe
whisper
pillow
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Complete each analogy from the word list below. 

1. Talk is to mouth as listen is to _________________.

2. Tiger is to stripes as leopard is to _________________.

3. Yellow is to banana as red is to _________________.

4. Kitten is to cat as _________________ is to dog.

5. Drop is to rain as _________________ is to snow.

6. Water is to _________________ as snow is to sledding.

7. _________________ is to car as sky is to airplane.

8. Cereal is to _________________ as spaghetti is to dinner.

9. Soccer is to _________________ as volleyball is to hand.

10. _________________ is to day as moon is to night.

11. Fur is to bear as _________________ are to bird.

12. Apple is to fruit as _________________ is to vegetable.

Analogies

ear
broccoli
spots

apple
breakfast
swimming

road
sun
flake

foot
puppy

feathers
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Sun

foot
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Complete each analogy from the word list below. 

1. Sorrow is to sad as _________________ is to happy.

2. Money is to bank as books are to _________________.

3. Read is to book as _________________ is to song.

4. Bird is to fly as rabbit is to _________________.

5. Engineer is to train as _________________ is to airplane.

6. Pencil is to _________________ as scissors are to cut.

7. Hammer is to _________________ as screwdriver is to screw.

8. _________________ is to dog as meow is to cat.

9. Oven is to _________________ as bathtub is to bathroom.

10. Finger is to hand as _________________ is to foot.

11. Shout is to loud as _________________ is to quiet.

12. Rock is to hard as _________________ is to soft.

Analogies

joy
library
sing

pilot
write
nail

woof
kitchen

hop

toe
whisper
pillow

pillow

whisper

toe

kitchen
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nail

write
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